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Abstract Results and Discussion

Pure water freezes spontaneously through forming ice clusters

after reaching low temperatures. Normally, small impurities

within water facilitate the freezing of water and can change how

pure water freezes. There is currently no way to remove 100% of

these impurities from water. Thus, determining how completely

pure water freezes is difficult to study experimentally. Through

molecular dynamics simulations combined with forward flux

sampling (FFS) technique to overcome computationally

expensive direct molecular dynamics simulations, it is possible

to computationally imitate freezing of pure water. These

computations produce large amounts data that make patterns

difficult to interpret. Visualization of this data helps provide

insights into patterns and how pure water freezes. Parallel

coordinates is a useful visualization tool that allows for

multidimensional comparison of different criteria calculated from

the data. Specifically, an expanded parallel coordinates tool is

particularly useful because it allows for comparison of different

measures within the data while also providing tools to analyze

those specific comparisons. In this work, a parallel coordinates

program named EDEN was modified to add several new

features that enable enhanced analysis of particular simulated

molecular formation elucidating how pure water freezes.

Ultimately, this tool will help determine optimal conditions that

allow pure water to freeze with eventual hopes that it can be

used to determine the effects of environmental conditions on

phase transitions in aqueous systems.

Methods

The modified parallel coordinates program EDEN was altered
and compiled using Java programming language for enhanced

visualization.

Modification and alteration of EDEN has resulted in several tools to
help better visualize the rare event simulation data using parallel

coordinates. The tools added thus far include multiple color selection,
color-by-axis, a zoom feature, and inclusion of simulation file names.

Combined, these visualization tools will allow for better pattern

recognition and will give further insight into how pure water freezes
and how environmental conditions affect phase transitions in

aqueous systems.

Figure 1. EDEN parallel coordinates plot displaying the multiple color selection

tool.

Figure 2. EDEN parallel coordinates plot displaying the color by axis feature

using a red to blue gradient after selecting the Total_Solid axis.

Figure 3. Two EDEN parallel coordinates plot displaying the zoom feature by

comparison. The upper plot displays the Prob_Cross axis from 0.0 to 0.94,

while the lower axis displays the same data with the Prob_Cross axis rescaled

to 0.5 to 0.94.
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This figure (Figure 1) illustrates the multiple color selection feature
and demonstrates how selection of multiple colors can aid

visualization and perception. Specifically, this example is comparing
different probabilities of an ice cluster crossing to the next interface.

Figure 2 displays the color by axis feature using a red to blue
gradient with transparency in the middle. This coloring option is

useful for comparing two extremes of an axis. The transparency in
the middle allows the user to focus on the highest and lowest values

on an axis.

Figure 3 demonstrates the zoom feature executed in EDEN. This tool
is useful for focusing on a small part of an axis and removing other

lines that are cluttering the screen. It can be applied to multiple axes
at once and can be useful for rescaling axes to accurately compare

the data.

Finally, inclusion of simulation file names will be important for future

visualization tools to stem from EDEN. The file names will be useful
for opening 3D molecular representations of selected simulations and

constructing 3D density maps from multiple EDEN line selections.

These two tools in particular will be valuable for identifying the
optimal molecular configurations that allow pure water to freeze.
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